
YARN USAGE
Basket D18 cm x H9 cm
Colour A: 100 g 
Colour B: 50 g
For nose 1 meter black
Gauge: 8 ddc and 7 dc/10 cm

MATERIALS
Base: 17 cm
Eyes: 10 mm
Crochet hook: 3,0 - 4,0 mm

PatternPattern
Teddy BasketTeddy Basket
with PU leather basewith PU leather base

www.gohandmade.net
© 2020 

Crochet with Go handmade’s Happy Chunky “fine” - a wonderfully soft and high quality chenille yarn: 100% Polyester, 50 g/65 m. 

Many colours
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ABBREVIATIONS AND DEFINITIONS
st(s) Stitch(es)
cr Magic ring 
sl st  Slip stitch
dc Double crochet
ddc  Deep double crochet
bl  Back loop
2 dc inc Increase (2 dc in one st)
dc 2 tog Decrease (2 dc worked together)
*…*  The instructions shown in these 

brackets must be repeated for 
the whole round/row or with the 
number after x.

(..)  At the end of the line - indicates 
the total number of stitches.

Basket
In principle, it is very easy to crochet from Go handmade’s round bases. 

1.)    Start anywhere by crocheting 1 dc in the first hole.  
Then 2 dc in the following holes.  
When you reach the starting point, crochet 1 sl st in the first dc (the one started out with)

From here on the work is done in spiral.

2.) *1 dc in bl*     
3.) *1 dc, 1 ddc*     
4.) *1 ddc, 1 dc*
Repeat rows 3 and 4 alternating the two until the desired height of the basket.
Finish with 3 rounds of dc.
     

Ears
1.) cr with 6 dc (6)
2.) *2 dc inc* (12)
3.) *1 dc, 2 dc inc* (18)
4.) *2 dc, 2 dc inc* (24)
5.) 24 dc (24)
6.) *2 dc, dc 2 tog* (18)
7.) *1 dc, dc 2 tog* (12)
Sew the ears onto the basket as seen in the pictures.
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PS!
When crocheting in a spiral, there will be 
an extra stitch in each round - this makes 
the pattern shift, as it should.
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Snout D 4,5 cm
1.) cr with 8 dc (8)
2.) *2 dc inc* (16)
3.) *1 dc, 2 dc inc* (24)
4.) 24 dc (24)

On the snout, embroider the nose with black yarn before attaching it to the basket.

Tail pompon
The pompon should be around 5 cm in diameter.
Sew the pompon to the back of the basket. A small piece of the pompon should be seen above the edge 
of the basket.

Happy Chunky 
”fine”
- a top quality Chenille yarn

Happy Chunky ”fine” is an extraordinarily soft  and plump Chenille yarn with firm shape stability  - an accomplished top quality yarn.
It is perfect for many projects - baskets, pillows, rugs, yes, all kinds of home interior items.

And of course, the Chenille structure in particular  is ideal for baby sensory toys.  Kids will love it for its softness.
Recommended machine wash at 40º C.  
100% Polyester, 50 g/65 m.

Many colours
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